BCRB is then obtained by averaging the conditional BCRB over all possible model sequences, which we call joint enumeration BCRB (J-EBCRB), as it extracts information from the joint (conditional) density. In [11] , a marginal (and tighter) version of this bound, termed hereinafter M-EBCRB, has been suggested that extracts only the information from the current state and the entire measurement sequence. Another type of unconditional BCRB has been proposed in [10] , termed J-BCRB, that also extracts the information of the entire state and measurement sequence, but avoids the explicit conditioning on the model sequence. In terms of tightness, the J-BCRB cannot be related to the M-EBCRB or J-EBCRB via a general inequality. Rather, the informativeness of the model determines the tightness of the different BCRBs; see [10] and [25] for explanations.
In this letter, numerical algorithms to evaluate a fourth type of BCRB are proposed, which is a marginal and tighter version of the J-BCRB proposed in [10] . The M-BCRB was first mentioned in [25] where it was computed using the optimal filter (in MSE sense) in jump Markov linear Gaussian systems (JMLGS). However, the exponential complexity of the optimal filter as time increases hinders the practical use of such an approach. The purpose of this letter is to introduce efficient numerical algorithms with lower complexity that can be used to compute the M-BCRB in practice. This includes the (often more) important case of jump Markov nonlinear systems (JMNLS) that has not been covered in [25] . Based on two benchmark examples, it is shown that the proposed M-BCRB is the tightest bound among the four different BCRBs.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the following discrete-time JMNLS:
where z k ∈ R nz is the measurement vector at discrete time k, x k ∈ R nx is the continuous state vector, and r k ∈ {1, . . . , s} is a discrete mode variable with s denoting the number of modes. Such systems are also called hybrid, with system states x k and r k that are latent, but indirectly observed through z k . The mode variable r k evolves according to a time-homogeneous Markov chain with transition probabilities Π(m|n) = Pr{r k = m|r k−1 = n}. At times k = 0 and k = 1, prior information about x 0 and r 1 is available in terms of p(x 0 ) and Pr{r 1 }.
The system is called JMLGS, if the probability density functions (pdfs) are linear Gaussian:
, where F and H are mode-dependent, arbitrary linear mapping matrices of proper size, and Q k (r k ), R k (r k ), and P 0|0 are the corresponding (mode-dependent) covariance matrices.
In the following, let
T the collection of state vectors up to time k. In an analogous manner, one can define the measurement sequence z 1:k , the mode sequence r 1:k , and the estimator of the state sequencex 0:k (z 1:k ). The gradient of a vector u is defined as
T , and the Laplace operator is defined as
T . The operator E p(x) {·} denotes expectation taken with respect to the pdf p(x).
III. BCRBS FOR JMS

A. J-BCRB
The J-BCRB for JMS proposed in [10] provides a lower bound on the MSE matrix for any estimatorx k (z 1:k ) and is derived from the MSE matrix of any estimator of the state sequencex 0:
T given by
where the matrix inequality A ≥ B means that the difference A − B ≥ 0 is a positive semidefinite matrix, and
T . The Bayesian information matrix of the joint density p(x 0:k , z 1:k ) is given by
The idea is now to recursively evaluate J 0:k . This is done in such a way that the mode variables r 1:k appearing in the calculations of p(x 0:k , z 1:k ) according to r 1:k p(x 0:k , z 1:k , r 1:k ) are marginalized out from the densities but at the same time avoiding the exponential increasing complexity arising from the summation over r 1:k , see [10] for details. The J-BCRB for estimating x k is finally obtained by extracting the (n x × n x ) lower right partition of the matrix
Even though the MSE matrix in (2) apparently addresses a different estimation problem, its lower right partition defines the MSE ofx k (z 1:k ) for which B 1 provides a valid lower bound. The J-BCRB was shown to be sometimes overoptimistic, in the sense that it is far away from the optimal performance [10] . In these situations, other types of BCRBs for JMS can be evaluated, which assume r 1:k known, such as the J-EBCRB [9] or M-EBCRB, which is at least as tight as the J-EBCRB [11] . However, in situations where uncertainties in the mode sequence become significant, these bounds can be even looser than the J-BCRB. In the following, the M-BCRB is proposed which is always at least as tight as the J-BCRB and thus serves as an interesting alternative to the bounds proposed so far.
B. M-BCRB
The idea of the M-BCRB is to bound the MSE matrix for estimating x k from below directly as follows:
where J k denotes the marginal Bayesian information matrix given by
The essential difference to (4) is that now the marginal Bayesian information matrix is evaluated directly, thus avoiding the detour via the joint Bayesian information matrix. The M-BCRB has the advantage that it does not require the costly inversion of J 0:k , whose dimension increases with time k. Even though a remedy to this has been proposed in [10] , this includes further approximations which should be avoided. Most importantly, it has been shown by Bobrovsky et al. [26] that the BCRB derived from a marginal density is always greater than or equal to the BCRB which is obtained from a joint density. Hence, we can conclude that
must generally hold, i.e., the M-BCRB is at least as tight as the J-BCRB in JMS. Note that tightness relations between the M-BCRB and the J-EBCRB or M-EBCRB cannot be established in general, i.e., for some problem instances, the M-EBCRB and/or the J-EBCRB are tighter than the M-BCRB, whereas for other problem instances, the M-BCRB is tighter. This depends on the informativeness of the model, as explained in [10] and [25] . In order to compute the M-BCRB, the following reformulation of the information matrix J k in terms of the posterior p(x k |z 1:k ) is helpful. By making use of the chain rule, we can rewrite
where the second equality follows from the fact that p(z 1:k ) is independent of x k . For JMS, the posterior p(x k |z 1:k ) is composed of a mixture density [27] , for which analytical solutions of expectations as in (8) generally do not exist [10] . It is therefore convenient to rewrite (8) according to
and resort to numerical approximations to compute J k which are introduced below.
In the following, we distinguish between JMNLS and JMLGS. It is well known that for JMLGS, the posterior p(x k |z 1:k ) is composed of a Gaussian mixture, with an exponentially increasing number of components which are each computed by a Kalman filter that is matched to a specific mode sequence. Still, due to the analytical structure of the posterior, it is possible to evaluate the expression inside the expectation of (9) in closed form. This was the approach followed in [25] , where the optimal filter was evaluated for different realizations of (x k , z 1:k ) from which finally a Monte-Carlo average of (9) provided an approximation to J k . Nevertheless, the aforementioned approach is only feasible for small k due to the complexity arising from evaluating an exponentially increasing number of Kalman filters.
For JMNLS, a closed-form expression for the posterior is generally missing and one directly has to resort to numerical approximations. In the following, we propose to use sequential Monte-Carlo (SMC) techniques (also known as particle filters) [12] , [28] , [29] to approximate the posterior p(x k |z 1:k ) for both JMNLS and JMLGS.
In order to invoke an SMC procedure, we establish the following recursion:
The posterior density can be then computed from
In the following, we propose to use particle filters to approximate p(x k , r k |z 1:k ) that make use of the inherent structure of JMNLS and JMLGS by a technique known as Rao-Blackwellization [30] [31] [32] [33] . This generally leads to an improved performance over a standard particle filter as the asymptotic variance is reduced [34] , [35] .
1) Jump Markov Linear Gaussian Systems:
We perform the following decomposition of the density:
The first density is solved analytically using conditional Kalman filters, while the second density is approximated using SMC techniques [31] . A particle-based approximation of the density p(x k−1 , r 1:k−1 |z 1:k−1 ) is thus given as follows:
with weightsw
, N denotes the number of particles, and where δ y (x) is a Dirac point-mass located at the point y. By dropping the past sequence of modes r 1:k−2 in (13), we arrive at the SMC approximation of the desired density, which is given by
Inserting (14) into (10) and solving for (11), the unnormalized posterior p u (x k |z 1:k ) can be approximated as follows:
Since for JMLGS, both densities p(x k |x k−1 , r k ) and p(x k−1 |r
are Gaussian, the integral in (15) can be solved analytically
Thus, for the posterior, we arrive at
and the corresponding gradient is given by
Note that the evaluation of (9) does not require an explicit evaluation of the normalization constant p(z k |z 1:k−1 ) appearing in the posterior pdf p(x k |z 1:k ) and corresponding gradient. The computational complexity of evaluating the quantities in (17) and (18) is O(sN ). Thus, it is now possible to compute the M-BCRB for large values of k, which was infeasible using the optimal filter-based approach with O(s k ) complexity.
2) Jump Markov Nonlinear Systems:
The first density is solved analytically using conditional hidden Markov model (HMM) filters, while the second density is approximated using SMC techniques [32] , [33] . A particlebased approximation of the density p(x 0:k−1 , r k−1 |z 1:k−1 ) is thus given as follows:
with weightw
. By dropping the past states x 0:k−2 in (20), we arrive at the SMC approximation of the desired density, which is given as
Inserting (21) into (10) and solving for (11), the posterior can be approximated as
The corresponding gradient is given by
The computational complexity of computing the quantities in (22) and (23) is O(s 2 N ). In order to determine the M-BCRB, it is necessary to compute the expectation in (9) . This expression is approximated via Monte-Carlo techniques leading to the procedure for computing the M-BCRB that is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that the computational complexity to evaluate the M-BCRB for JMLGS and JMNLS is then given by O (N mc · sN ) and O(N mc · s 2 N ). 
1:k ) according to (17) and (18) . * JMNLS: Use the RBPF given in [32] , [33] and approximate p u (x
1:k ) according to (22) and (23) .
-Evaluate an approximation of J k according to
The M-BCRB is finally given by B 2 = J −1 k .
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The new bound is compared to the following bounds and filter performances: 1) interacting multiple model (extended) Kalman filter [IMM-(E)KF] [12] ; 2) RaoBlackwellized particle filter (RBPF) [32] , [33] ; 3) optimal filter (in MSE sense) [20] , [36] ; 3) J-EBCRB [9] ; 4) M-EBCRB [11] ; and 5) J-BCRB [10] . For performance comparison, the following benchmark model is used:
where the process model is assumed to be governed by a two-state Markov chain, with noise distributed according to IMM-KF and the optimal filter have approximately equal performance. Hence, no other nonlinear filter such as the RBPF would yield an improvement and thus is not shown in the results. The M-BCRB is the tightest bound in this setting and its RBPF implementation with N = 500, and optimal importance density shows good agreement with the M-BCRB using the optimal filter. Note that the optimal filter (and M-BCRB using the optimal filter) has been computed only until k = 10 time steps due to the exponential complexity, i.e., at time k = 10, the optimal filter requires already 2 10 = 1024 Kalman filter operating in parallel. In agreement with (7), the M-BCRB is tighter than the J-BCRB. The J-EBCRB is the loosest bound in this setting and coincides for JMLGS with the M-EBCRB which is not shown here; see [11] for a proof.
The benchmark model parameters of the JMNLS are chosen as follows: α(1) = α(2) = 0.5, β(1) = 0.4, β(2) = 1, and μ k (1) = μ k (2) = 0. The results are depicted in Fig. 2 . It can be observed that the M-BCRB using N = 1000 and importance density chosen as in [33] is the tightest bound in this setting, and the performance of the RBPF (same filter as used in M-BCRB) is superior to the performance of the IMM-EKF, as it can better handle the nonlinearity in the process model. Again, the M-BCRB is tighter than the J-BCRB according to (7) . The same inequality relates the tighter M-EBCRB (N = 1000 and p(x k |x k−1 , r k ) as importance density) to the J-EBCRB.
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